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Fear of health effects, of new
technology or lack of

understanding of how it works?

Why so much concern about RF?

Mobile telecommunications
save hundreds of lives daily



�Established in 1996
�To assess health and environmental effects of

exposure to electromagnetic fields in the frequency
range from 0 to 300 GHz

�A multinational, multidisciplinary effort to create
and disseminate information appropriate to human
health risk assessment for EMF

�Coordinated by WHO



�Evaluate scientific evidence
�Report on current status of knowledge
�Identify gaps in knowledge needing to be filled by

focused research to make better health risk
assessments

�Promote and facilitate research programs (with
national programs such as MTHR)

�Conduct health risk assessments and risk
estimation, and develop policy options

�Provide information on standards, management
programs and advice to national authorities
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Risk Assessment
The Evidence

Risk Management
The Policies

Risk Perception
The Public Concern
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Biological and Health Effects
Working definitions for health risk assessments

�A biological effect is a measurable physiological
response to EMF exposure �.not necessarily
hazardous�this must be evaluated

�An adverse health effect is a biological effect
outside the body's normal range of physiological
compensation that is detrimental to health or well-
being



0 - 300 Hz

Static and ELF

300 Hz - 10 MHz

IF

10 MHz - 300 GHz

RF

� Static and ELF fields, Bologna, 1997

International Scientific ReviewsInternational Scientific Reviews

➣➣   RF fields, Munich, 1996
➣  RF pulse-modulated fields, Erice, 1999

��  Intermediate frequency fields, Maastricht, 1999

→ Psychosocial impacts of EMF exposure, Graz, 1998
→ Environmental impacts of EMF, Ismaning, 1999
→ Adverse temperature levels in the human body, Geneva, 2002
→ Application of the Precautionary Principle to EMF, Feb. 2003
→ Child sensitivity to EMF, Istanbul, June 2004
→ Hypersensitivity to EMF Prague, 2004



�  Working groups on specialised topics

International Scientific
WHO Process

�  Special meetings in countries having large
      research programs but results not translated
      into English, eg Russia and China

�  WHO does NOT issue recommendations without
      above process �..



OutputsOutputs

➣  Peer-reviewed journal reports on health effects
➣  Proceedings of meetings

➣  Fact Sheets



� In-depth, weight-of-evidence, critical review and
evaluation of ALL EMF research world wide

� Study reports MUST have descriptions of
methods used, all data, and analyses of results
and conclusions

� All studies MUST be replicated or be in
agreement with similar studies

� All studies, with either positive or negative
effects, MUST be assessed equally



Balance of studies needed



      RF
IARC 2005-6
EHC 2006-7

Static and ELF
IARC 2001-2002
EHC 2002-2004



� Executive summary
� Introduction
� Sources of exposure and measurement
� Environmental levels and human exposure
� Internal dosimetry and biophysical mechanisms
� Effects on laboratory test systems
� Effects on humans

� Cancer
� Reproduction
� Cardiovascular
� Neurodegenerative
� Behavioural
� Hypersensitivity

� Methodological issues health risk assessment
� Evaluation of dose-response
� Evaluation of human health risks and risk estimation
� Protective measures and policy options (including

precautionary approach)
� Conclusions & recommendations
� Further research
� References

EHC Contents



Effects not established:
�Memory loss
�Cancer
�Blood pressure changes
�Blood brain barrier
�Altered reaction times
�Subjective effects (Hypersensitivity)

RF FieldsSee new WHO RF
Research Agenda

�RF health effects are due to exposures above 4 W/kg
causing behavioural changes, reduced endurance
�Basis for International standards
�No health effects below limits



Major Major risk related risk related to mobile phone useto mobile phone use



�  Coordinated and focused research program: see
     WHO�s new RF research agenda (www.who.int/emf)
�  Risk assessment program
�  Advise national authorities
�  Process and information must be transparent and
     disseminated in a way that is user-friendly to the
     public, workers, government and industry

RF fields

What is the way forward?



� Develop personal dosimeters (for epi studies and
exposure assessment of populations�for risk estimation

� Exposure assessment specific for children

WHO meeting June 2003

Exposure Assessment



� There are no novel hypotheses to test relevant to health
risk assessment

� More work on micro-dosimetry at the cellular or sub-
cellular levels might give new information about the
targets of RF

Interaction mechanisms



� Effects on immune system � follow-up on Russian
studies suggesting RF-induced disruption of antigenic
structures in brain tissue

� Blood brain barrier and neural damage
� Test new signals in large scale chronic studies
� Soon to be implemented:  NTP study
� Stress and heat shock proteins (e.g. HSP-27)
    induction and phosphorylation

Animal, Cell Studies



�  Ongoing: IARC study of brain and parotid tumours

�  New:  Prospective cohort study of mobile phone users
�  New:  Base station epidemiological studies � tie in with

feasibility (UK research program)

Epidemiology



Ongoing: Reaction times, memory, performance

New: Sleep, headaches, hypersensitivity

Human studies



Overarching Principles
�Use commercially relevant RF signals
�Test interactions with other agents
�Study impact of age of animal,
�Dose patterns (regimen, duration, intermittency)

In Human Studies
�Include children in study designs
�Use populations with well-defined exposures



Exposure from Base Stations

�Is it possible to do a valid study of
exposure to RF sources, and
distinguish the effect of base station
exposures from other RF sources?

�Are there any low-level long term
effects?

Key issues



International Cohort Study of Mobile
Phone Users

�Follow-up to IARC
Interphone case-control
study

�WHO EMF Project
currently assisting in
formation for long-term
follow-up

Key issues



International Cohort Study of Mobile
Phone Users

�Epidemiological studies provide most relevant evidence for Risk
Assessment and highest weight in weight-of-evidence approach

�With huge number of mobile phone users worldwide any health
effect could be an important public health issue

�Current IARC Interphone studies focus on head and neck tumors
and not other cancers or diseases

�Cohort Study of Mobile Phone Users highest priority on WHO
research agenda

�Not being addressed by any ongoing research

Need



International Cohort Study of Mobile
Phone Users

�Provide long term surveillance
�Address diseases of concern not in current research
�Document prevalent, but rapidly changing exposure
�Unique resource to address future, unanticipated issues
�Timely given widespread use of technology and disease

latency
�Most powerful epidemiological design
�Data which toxicology can�t provide
�Top priority on the WHO research agenda

Unique opportunity



Effects of EMF on Children

�Stewart Report (UK: IEGMP
2000)

�Health Council of the
Netherlands (2002)

�EC: COST 281 (2002)
�WHO EMF Project workshop

(Istanbul, June 2004)

Key issues



Hypersensitivity to EMF

�COST 244 (Graz, 1998)
�WHO EMF Project

workshop (Prague, 2004)

Key issues



�Nervous system symptoms (e.g. sleep disturbances,
fatigue, stress)

�Skin symptoms (e.g. facial prickling, burning sensations,
rashes)

�Various body symptoms (e.g. pain and ache in muscles)
�Eye symptoms (e.g. burning sensations)
�Various less common symptoms that include ear, nose,

and throat problems, as well as digestive disorders
�Symptoms faced by EHS individuals are
   certainly real

Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity
Symptoms



�Extent of health risk
�Probability of

occurrence
�Uncertainty
�Ubiquity
�Pattern of exposure
�Delayed effect
� Inequity and injustice
�Voluntary vs.

involuntary exposure



�Crucial to establish a dialogue between all
individuals and groups impacted by EMF facilities

�Effective dialogue includes
�consultation with stakeholders
�acknowledgement of scientific uncertainty
�consideration of alternatives
�fair and transparent decision-making process

Risk Perception and Communication



Risk Perception and Communication

� For program managers
needing information on
EMF risk perception,
communication and
management

� Based on international
seminars and working
groups



Objectives
� to anticipate and respond to possible threats before

introduction of an agent or technology
� to address public concerns that an uncertain health risk

is minimised after introduction of an agent
� to develop and select options proportional to the degree

of scientific uncertainty, the severity of harm, the size and
nature of the affected population and the cost



Problem 
in Context

Risks

Options

Decisions

Actions

Evaluation

Communication

Problem 
in Context

Risks

Options

Decisions

Actions

Evaluation

�An OVERARCHING
approach that involves
precautionary measures
at each step of the risk
management process

�A general and practical
framework for any
potential health risk



Conventional: for known risks
� Focus on known
� Risk assessment information adequate
� Weight of evidence evaluation
� Uncertainties and assumptions identified

Precautionary
� Focus on key uncertainties and limitations of

knowledge
� Prevention prior to accumulation of complete

evidence



Conventional
� Designed to meet a limit or guideline
� Driven by technological feasibility

Precautionary
� From �do nothing� to �ban�
� Can include individual choice and behavioural

modification

N.B.  All options should be evaluated with rigour



Conventional
� Based on evidence from established science
� Incorporates reduction factors from known

adverse health effects

Precautionary
� Reduce exposure while maintaining benefits
� Code of practice: ways of keeping exposures

low
� Can incorporate cost-benefit consideration

N.B.  The WHO framework does NOT provide a basis for
replacing science-based guidelines



From Establishing a Dialogue on Risks from

Electromagnetic Fields, WHO 2002

From Establishing a Dialogue on Risks from

Electromagnetic Fields, WHO 2002





� Present framework to highest levels in WHO
� Include generic case studies

Anticipated outcome
� Better public health protection
� Broad stakeholder participation
� Better public acceptance of health policies



Home page: www.who.int/emf/


